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This thesis assumes that the background of Indonesian government decision to grant Schapelle Leigh Corby clemency for humanitarian reasons. The issue of Schapelle Leigh Corby clemency has brought about pro’s and con’s because Schapelle Leigh Corby is an Australian woman convicted of drug smuggling into Bali, Indonesia and clemency is very rare for foreign prisoners in Indonesia. But, following Cosmopolitanism of International Relations Theory, this thesis seeks to understand the background of Indonesian government to grant Schapelle Leigh Corby clemency. Indonesia has successfully freed or reduced sentences of several Indonesians and its migrant workers abroad from capital punishment. These are included of several Indonesians involved in murders, drugs, and other serious crimes. In international level, clemency granted by head of several countries in the world for foreign prisoner is the usual thing in international diplomatic. Clemency granted for foreign prisoner by head of country purpose for the safety of its citizen or migrant workers abroad. Therefore, these factors cause Indonesian government make a clemency decision for Schapelle Leigh Corby. Schapelle Leigh Corby clemency might help Indonesian prisoners in other countries and one of other countries is Australia.
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